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vGA ps/2 KvM extender via cAt5 up to 91 Meters
The XTENDEX® ST-C5KVM-300 KVM Extender provides local and remote KVM (PS/2 keyboard, PS/2 mouse 
and VGA monitor) access to a PC or NTI KVM switch up to 91 meters using CAT5/5e/6 UTP cable. They 
consist of two units, the local unit and the remote unit, which are interconnected with CAT5/5e/6 cable. The 
extender is available with optional stereo audio, and supports 1280x1024 video resolution at 91 meters; higher 
resolutions are supported at shorter distances up to 1920x1440. Complies with CE and RoHS standards. 
Two-year warranty.

vGA ps/2 KvM extender via cAt5 up to 183 Meters
The XTENDEX® KVM extender provides local and remote KVM (PS/2 keyboard, PS/2 mouse and VGA 
monitor) access to a PC or NTI KVM switch up to 183 meters using CAT5/5e/6 UTP cable. The ST-C5KVM-
600 is available with optional stereo audio or RS232 control, and supports 1024x768 video resolution at 183 
meters; higher resolutions are supported at shorter distances up to 1920x1440. The extender is available with 
optional stereo audio, and supports 1280x1024 video resolution at 91 meters; higher resolutions are supported at 
shorter distances up to 1920x1440. Complies with CE, FCC, and RoHS standards. Two-year warranty.

Hi-res vGA ps/2 KvM extender via cAt5 up to 305 Meters
The XTENDEX® ST-C5KVM-1000S KVM extender provides local and remote KVM (PS/2 keyboard, PS/2 
mouse and VGA monitor) access to a PC up to 305 meters using CAT5/5e/6 UTP cable. It consists of two units, 
the local unit and remote unit, which are interconnected with CAT5/5e/6 cable. The extender is available with 
optional two-way audio, RS232, or two-way audio + RS232. Supports resolutions to 2048x1536. Complies with 
CE and RoHS standards. Two-year warranty.

usB KvM extenders

vGA usB KvM extender via cAt5 up to 91 Meters
The XTENDEX® ST-C5USBV-300 USB KVM extender provides local and remote KVM (USB keyboard, USB 
mouse and VGA monitor) access to a USB computer up to 91 meters via CAT5/5e/6 cable. The extender is 
available with optional stereo audio. Supports resolutions to 1920x1440. Complies with CE and RoHS standards. 
Two-year warranty.

vGA usB KvM extender via cAt5 up to 305 Meters
The XTENDEX® ST-C5USBV USB KVM extender provides local and remote KVM (USB keyboard, USB 
mouse and VGA monitor) access to a USB computer up to 305 meters using CAT5/5e/6 cable. Supports 
resolutions to 1920x1440. It consists of two units, the local unit and remote unit, which are interconnected with 
CAT5/5e/6 cable. Complies with CE and RoHS standards. Two-year warranty.

vGA extenders

vGA extender via cAt5 up to 91 Meters
The XTENDEX® ST-C5V-300 VGA Extender transmits VGA video up to 91 meters away from a computer using 
CAT5/5e/6 cable. The extender supports local and remote monitors, and is available with optional stereo audio.  
It supports resolutions to 1920x1440.  Complies with CE and RoHS standards. Two-year warranty.

vGA extender via cAt5 up to 183 Meters
The XTENDEX® ST-C5V-600S VGA Extender transmits VGA video up to 183 meters away from a computer 
using CAT5/5e/6 cable. The extender supports local and remote monitors, and is available with optional stereo 
audio or RS232 control. It supports resolutions to 1920x1440. Complies with CE, FCC and RoHS standards.  
Two-year warranty.

Hi-res vGA extender via cAt5 up to 305 Meters
The XTENDEX® ST-C5V-1000S VGA Extender transmits VGA video up to 305 meters away from a computer 
using CAT5/5e/6 cable. The extender supports local and remote monitors, and is available with optional two-way 
audio, RS232 or two-way audio + RS232.  It supports resolutions to 2048x1536. 
Complies with CE and RoHS standards.  Two-year warranty.



dvi extenders

Hdtv extenders

component video + stereo Audio extender
The XTENDEX® ST-C5HDTV-600 HDTV + Stereo Audio Extender transmits YPbPr component video and analog 
audio up to 183 meters away from a component video device using CAT5/5e/6 cable. The extender supports local 
and remote displays and speakers, and resolutions up to 1080p.  Complies with CE, FCC and RoHS standards. 
Two-year warranty.

component video + digital Audio extender
The XTENDEX® ST-C5HDA-600 HDTV + Digital Audio Extender transmits YPbPr component video and digital 
audio up to 183 meters away from a component video device using CAT5/5e/6 cable. The extender supports local 
and remote displays and speakers, and resolutions up to 1080p.  Complies with CE, FCC and RoHS standards. 
Two-year warranty.

HdMi Fiber cables for High-resolution Long runs to 100 Meters
The XTENDEX® HDMI-FO-xx-FF HDMI Fiber Optical Extension Cable transmits HDMI video up to 100 meters 
using an integrated cable solution, which includes fiber optic components and DDC signals built into the cable and 
connectors. It supports resolutions up to 1080p.  Complies with FCC, CE and RoHS standards.  Two-year warranty.

HdMi/dvi extender vat cAt5e/6 up to 91 Meters
The XTENDEX® HDMI Extender transmits digital video and audio signals up to 91 meters using two CAT5e/6 
cables. Each video extender consists of a local unit that connects to an HDMI source and a remote unit that connects 
to an HDMI display. Supports HDTV resolutions to 1080i and computer resolutions to 1920x1200.  
Complies with FCC, CE and RoHS standards.  Two-year warranty.

dvi extender via cAt5e/6 up to 91 Meters
The XTENDEX® ST-C5HDMI-300 DVI Extender transmits digital DVI video up to 91 meters away from a DVI 
source using two CAT5e/6 cables. Each video extender consists of a local unit that connects to a DVI source and a 
remote unit that connects to a DVI display. It supports computer resolutions to 1920x1200, and HDTV resolutions to 
1080i. Complies with CE, FCC, and RoHS standards. Two-year warranty.

dvi extender via Fiber optic cable up to 1,509 Meters
The XTENDEX® DVI Extender via Fiber Optic Cable locates a single link digital DVI display up to 1,509 
meters away from a computer using fiber optic cable. Each extender consists of a transmitter that connects to a 
computer and a receiver that connects to a monitor. Four models are available; each model supports a different 
resolution up to 1,509 meters: ST-FODVI-LC-1024 supports up to 1024x768; ST-FODVI-LC-1280 supports up 
to 1280x1024; ST-FODVI-LC-1600 supports up to 1600x1200; ST-FODVI-LC-1920 supports up to 1920x1200.  
Complies with CE, FCC and RoHS standards.  Two-year warranty.

dvi-d Fiber cables and Long dvi-d copper cables up to 100 Meters
The DVI-FO-xx-MM DVI-D Fiber Optical Extension Cable locates a single link digital DVI display up to 100 
meters from a computer with no loss of signal - delivering crystal clear digital images instantly. The cables are 
an integrated DVI-D cable solution, which includes the fiber optics components and the DDC signals built into 
the cable and the DVI connectors.  It supports up to 1920x1440 resolution.

The  DVI-D XTENDEX® DVI-DS-xx-MM Copper Extension Cable extends a DVI-D display up to 30 meters 
from a video source. It supports resolutions to 1900x1200.  Complies with FCC, CE and RoHS standards.   
Two-year warranty.

HdMi extender with optional ir via one cAt5e/6: extend up to 91 Meters
The XTENDEX® HDMI Extender transmits digital video and audio signals up to 91 meters using one CAT5e/6 
cable. Each video extender consists of a local unit that connects to an HDMI source and optional IR emitter, and a 
remote unit that connects to an HDMI display and optional IR receiver. Two-year warranty.
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usB extender via cAt5 up to 46 Meters
The USB-C5-LC extends one USB device up to 46 meters, and the USB-C5(-CE) extends four USB devices 
up to 30 meters. The USB extenders consist of two units, the local unit and the remote unit, which are 
interconnected with CAT5/5e/6 cable.  Complies with FCC, CE, and RoHS standards.  Two-year warranty.

Firewire extender via Fiber optic cable up to 1,000 Meters (3,280 Feet)
The XTENDEX® Firewire Optical Extender extends a firewire device up to 1,000 meters (3,280 feet) using 
multimode fiber optic cable. The Firewire extender consists of two units, the local unit and the remote unit, 
which are interconnected with multimode fiber optic cable. Complies with CE, FCC, and RoHS standards. 
Two-year warranty.

Firewire extender via cAt5e/6 up to 76 Meters
The XTENDEX® ST-C51394-250 extends one FireWire device up to 76 meters using CAT6 cable and 46 meters 
using CAT5e cable. The Firewire extender consists of two units, the local unit and the remote unit, which are 
interconnected with CAT5/5e/6 cable. Complies with CE, FCC, and RoHS standards. Two-year warranty.

Multiple extender Modules in a rack: usB ps/2 vGA KvM
The XTENDEX® Rackmount Extender Module Tray allows you to mount up to 12 extender modules in a space-
saving 2RU shelf. The local and remote extender modules are interconnected via CAT5/5e/6 cable. Available 
extender modules: USB KVM extender to 91 meters with optional audio; PS2 KVM extender to 183 meters 
with optional audio or RS232; and VGA extender to 183 meters with optional audio or RS232. Optional power 
distribution module powers up to 12 Rackmount Extender Modules. Complies with CE and RoHS standards. 
Two-year warranty.

s-video extender via cAt5 up to 183 Meters
The XTENDEX® ST-C5SV-600 S-Video Extender transmits S-Video up to 183 meters away from an S-Video device 
using CAT5/5e/6 cable. The extender supports local and remote monitors, and is available with optional stereo audio. 
It supports 800x600 S-Video resolution.  Complies with CE, FCC and RoHS standards.  Two-year warranty.

Hdtv extenders (continued)

s-video extenders

HdMi extender via Fiber optic cable up to 1,524 Meters (5,000 Feet)
The XTENDEX® ST-FOHDMI-LC HDMI Extender via Fiber Optic Cable locates a digital HDMI display 
up to 1,524 meters (5,000 feet) away from a video source using fiber optic cable. Each extender consists of a 
transmitter that connects to a video source and a receiver that connects to a display. Two-year warranty.
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